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Coast Range Roundtable  
Meeting Notes  

May 7, 2012, 9:00am – 12:00pm 
Siuslaw National Forest Supervisor’s Office 

Corvallis, Oregon 
 
1. Meeting Participants/Agenda Review 
 

Johnny Sundstrom, SSG 
Dave Eisler, SSG 
Mike Totey, MPSG 
Amber Reese, MPSG 
Joe Rohleder, ASG 
Chandra LeGue, ASG 
Mike Kennedy, ASG 
Paul Katen, HSG 

Ron Hudson, HSG and FS 
Dan Segotta, FS 
Frank Davis, FS 
Paul Engelmeyer, ASG 
Alex Sifford, HSG 
Jackie Nichols, Cascade Pacific RC&D 
Ross Holloway, ASG/SSG Facilitator 
Jane Brass Barth, MPSG/HSG Facilitator 

 
 
2. Coast Range Stewardship Fund  

Current and expected fund balance – 
Dan S reported that there is currently approximately $440,000 in retained receipts for 
the current fiscal year.  These funds were generated by 6-7 sales that were active last 
Fall.  Now down to only 2 active sales.  He anticipates that the balance at the end of 
this fiscal year (Sept 30) will be approximately $600,000.  This will mean that 
available funds for stewardship projects will be very similar to last year’s amount. 
 
Project application timeline – 
A draft timeline for the upcoming project application cycle was distributed.  No 
corrections or edits were made.  The group discussed the need to adjust their 
September meeting dates to accommodate the technical review timeline and the 
importance of arranging with Chuck Fisher early to get him to all Group meetings. 
 
Revised project application – 
Ross and Jackie reviewed a draft project application that incorporates the ideas 
generated by the subcommittee earlier this spring.  Jackie has also updated the RFP 
document, but that was not included with the handout material.  One new piece is a 
separate form for documentation of technical specialist consultation.  This form must 
be completed by the applicant and submitted with the application. 
 
The “threshold” questions were discussed.  All must be answered in the affirmative 
for an application to proceed.  The group agreed that question #5, related to the 
completeness of the application, should be deleted, since the questions are being 
considered prior to the application submittal.  Ron Hudson suggested that the 
stewardship leads for each Ranger District (Dan and Michael) should coordinate tech 
specialist review of initial materials to answer the threshold questions.  Ross 
suggested that each individual stewardship group needs to take responsibility for 
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making sure that the threshold questions are properly considered and answered as 
they discuss potential projects.  Johnny commented that it is good to formalize and 
document these reviews so that it can transcend the inevitable changes in staff that 
occurs from time to time.  The group again affirmed that the 25% match is a 
recommendation and not a requirement for a project to be considered.  Jane brought 
forward an issue of interest to the MPSG: leveraging stewardship funds to do large 
projects.  The revised application contains a new section where an applicant can 
describe the large project of which the stewardship project is a piece.  The budget, 
however, must just show the stewardship project costs and any related match.  
 

 
3. Outreach Fund Management and Allocation  

Updating landowner outreach brochure – 
Oregon Wild (Chandra) is currently updating the landowner outreach brochure last 
published in 2009.  Dan is working on an updated stewardship project area display 
that will include the HSG area.  Paul E. suggested adding some more “locator” detail, 
such as river names to make it easier to see where areas are located.  Chandra posed a 
question on how to incorporate key contact information.  The 2009 version includes a 
lot of specific names for individuals, and she suggests removing those and using 
organization and positions, so the document won’t be out of date as staff changes 
occur.  The group agreed that the contact info should be more general. 
 
The group agreed that this brochure should include a short paragraph highlighting key 
accomplishments from past ten years, including the 2 Chiefs Award.  Chandra 
indicated that she needs any additional input from folks by the end of this month.  
Ross and Jane will include this on the May group agendas.  The plan is to print 200 as 
part of this update project.  Chandra will get information on the costs of printing 
additional quantities. 
 
Creating Outreach Brochure on Program Accomplishments – 
Chandra has just begun work on this project.  This document is intended to help “sell” 
the program to key external audiences, such as legislators, other public officials and 
the media.  The group discussed the challenges associated with the inconsistency in 
accomplishment information from the past ten years of work.  Johnny suggested 
using the specific monitoring information gathered in the past 2-4 years, and then 
using some of the multipliers developed by the Ecosystem Workforce Program to 
characterize the longer-term accomplishments of stewardship.  Another suggestion 
was to include an example of a tangible project and key partners from each SG area.  
Chandra hopes to print this brochure in June, too.  She will circulate a draft for group 
input. 
 
Outreach Project Funding Request Process – 
Jackie distributed a proposed one-page form to document outreach fund requests.  
Some minor edits were suggested, but generally the group agreed to use this form 
moving forward.  The group discussed the past practice of allocating available funds 
to each group (distributed equally), and agreed that it would be good to develop more 
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of a process for this.  Since the amount of available funds is known each year in the 
August timeframe, the group suggests that this information be shared at the Fall 
Roundtable meeting in early October.  The Roundtable can discuss any “common” 
outreach projects that benefit all the groups, and decide whether some portion of the 
available funds should be allocated for common projects.  After that decision is made, 
then the available funds can be equally allocated out to the four groups, using the 
request form developed. 
 
Paul E also raised the issue of doing some sort of assessment in the future to evaluate 
how effective various outreach efforts have been.  The group agreed to add this as a 
topic of discussion at a future Roundtable meeting. 
 
 

4. Stewardship Reauthorization in 2013 Discussion 
A provision to make the authority permanent is currently included in the Farm Bill in 
the US Senate.  At this point, the House has not introduced a Farm Bill, so it isn’t 
clear where the issue will go during the current Congress.  County opposition has 
reduced somewhat, but is still present.  A key point to make with local County 
Commissioners may be to promote what Lincoln County is doing with stewardship 
funds, i.e. directly funding County programs (invasive species control) by applying 
for stewardship funds.  Another equation to share is that if the stewardship sales were 
done as traditional sales, counties would receive 25% of the receipts.  For this year, 
that would be approximately $125,000, which would fund only 1 to 1.5 FTE.  100% 
of receipts from stewardship sales stay in the area, hiring a range of contractors.  
Johnny reminded everyone that stewardship contracts in place at the time the current 
authority expires at the end of 2013, will be honored.  Groups should be looking for 
multiple year project opportunities, like long-term restoration projects and multi-year 
invasives control as have been funded in recent cycle. 

 
 
5. General Sharing 

Field Trip – 
FS staff is still working with Norm Johnson and Jerry Franklin to put together a 
summer field trip.  It looks like the trip will be sometime in June.  Tentative plans are 
to start with a meeting at the Fall Creek Hatchery Research Center, and then travel to 
several past and current thinning units.  Looking at including Jeep Thin and Bear 
Thin as completed harvest units, and Missouri Thin as a planned thin.  All SG 
participants will be invited, as will FS technical staff. 
 
Spotted owl workshop – 
Current plan is to try and schedule this for the fall, possibly in conjunction with the 
annual joint meeting of the four groups. 
 
Other – 
HSG members raised a question about what constitutes “local” for the purposes of 
evaluating economic benefits of a stewardship project.  To date, this parameter has 
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only been applied under the “Best Value” criteria used to evaluate stewardship timber 
sale bids, and has not been applied to Wyden projects per se.  The determination of 
what constitutes “local” is different for different timber sales, based on their location 
and the location of local mills and other infrastructure.  In the end, it is a somewhat 
subjective determination.  Johnny shared that the SSG has focused on where 
employees live rather than address of industries/firms they work for. 
 
Paul Engelmeyer announced that an area around Cummings Creek was recently 
designated as a globally significant bird area.  This designation may help with grant 
proposals in the area.  Paul will get information about a marbled murrelet workshop 
to Ross so he can circulate it to SG members.  
 
Jackie announced that she is planning to do a “360 degree” assessment of how 
stewardship is working.  Alex Sifford offered to share an assessment that his 
watershed council used for a similar effort.  Ross will review what Alex has and try to 
create a draft for the stewardship assessment.  Frank commented that the four groups 
all seem to be successful, but potentially for different reasons.  It would be good to 
get a sense for what makes each group successful.  The survey could also help the 
groups not get “stale.” 
 
The meeting was adjourned at 12:10 P.M. 


